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ON COMPACTNESS AND SEQUENTIAL COMPACTNESS
NORMAN LEVINE
Abstract.
Let A" be a compact space of cardinality
K|. It is shown that X is sequentially compact.

less than or equal to

The classical example of a compact space which is not sequentially compact is X {Xa: a G A] where Xa and A are each the unit interval.
Some of my colleagues raised the question: Is there a space of cardinality
less than or equal to c which is compact but not sequentially compact?
The purpose of this note is to answer this question in the negative, using
the continuum hypothesis.
To this end we need the following
Definition.
Let {x„} and {yn) be two infinite sequences in a set X. We
will say that {x„} is eventually a subsequence of {yn} (and write {x„}
< {y„)) iff there exist integers AT and n, < n2 < • • • such that xM+! — y^

for all i > 1.
It is clear that < is transitive.
Lemma. Let X be a set and for each i > 1, let x, be an infinite sequence in X.
Suppose further that for each i and j, either x,-x. or x- < x(.. Then there exists a
sequence z in X for which z < x,for all i.

Proof. For each n, choose y„ G {x,, . . . , xn} so that y„ < x,, . . . , x„.
Clearly, yx > y2 • • • . For each n, let zn be a subsequence of y„ such that z„ + 1
is a subsequence of zn (use induction). If zn = {z'n: i > 1}, then let z = {/,':
i > 1}. Clearly, z < z„ < y„ < xn for all n.
Theorem.
Let X be a compact topological space of cardinality
equal to N,. Then X is sequentially compact.

Proof. Let < be a well ordering of
predecessors of each x G X is countable.
Now suppose there exists a sequence
subsequence. Suppose x, is the smallest
Hence, there exists an open set Ox and

X with the property

less than or

that the set of

{yn) in A' which has no convergent
element in (A',<); then [yn}y*xx.
a subsequence {y*': n> 1} of [yn)

such that x, G Ox and y*' G O for all n > 1.
By transfinite induction we shall show that for each x G X, there exists an
open set Ox and a sequence [y*: n > 1} in X for which (1) x G Ox, i2)y* G Ox
for each n, and (3) {y*} < {y*} for all z<x.
Suppose for all z<x, Oz and {yzn: n > 1} have been defined so that (1), (2),
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(3) hold. Now {z: z<x} is countable and the family of sequences [y*:
n>\}, z<x, satisfies the hypothesis in the Lemma. Hence, by the Lemma,
there exists a sequence {zn: n>\]
for which {z„} < {y*} for all z<x.
But
{zn) < {vn'} < {yn} ano^» hence, {zn} converges to no point. In particular,
{zn}-**x. Thus, there exists an open set Ox and a subsequence {y„: n > 1} of

{z„} such that (1) xGOx, (2) y*<£Ox for all n, and (3) {y*} < {yzn} for all
z <x.

X= \J {Ox: xE.X],

and by the compactness

of A there exists a finite set

FQX such that X=U{Of:fGF).
Let/,</2< ■■ ■ <fk be the elements of
F. But {y{k}< {^j for /=1, . . ., k and hence {yff} is eventually in GOf for
all /, G denoting the complement

operator. Hence {ylk} is eventually in
D {GOf: 1 < / < k) = 0, a contradiction.

It is interesting to note that in [2], S. P. Franklin proved that every compact
Hausdorff space of cardinality less than 2"' is sequentially compact.
The author is grateful to the referee for some helpful suggestions.
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